
 

  
Product Overview 

Collect and Select your favourite audio and video 

content anytime, anywhere  
 

omniyon is a truly uniform entertainment experience.  With its 

content management system and the multi-property 

synchronisation function, your media collection including all 

cover art, selected languages and other information will be 

available at all of your preferred locations, both on and 

offshore. Content, quality and control remain consistent 

regardless of whether you are on board of your yacht, private 

jet or at home.   

 

The uniform and attractive graphical user interface provides 

easy and intuitive access to all of your Movies, Music, Radio 

channels, TV Channels, TV series and iTunes content (music 

only) in your preferred language. Subtitles and language 

options are not limited to the content only but are also 

selectable for the entire control menu ensuring the language 

of your interface is compatible to your needs. Available options 

include English and Russian in Cyrillic script with other 

languages on request.  

 

Omniyon is compatible with multiple media formats and 

sources. Full HD, 3D and 4K ensures uniform and high quality 

audio and video. Featuring the same user interface throughout 

all rooms, areas and locations on any Tablet available, ensures 

the highest usability. The control functionality can be 

incorporated seamlessly with leading control systems such as 

Crestron, Savant or AMX (API), or by using the omniyon User 

Interface App.  

 

All your private data is stored safely and securely on a 

dedicated server. As soon as any private content is uploaded 

to the system, from any one of your locations, it is securely 

stored and can then be played at all connected locations 

without any need to keep the original CD, DVD, Blu-Ray or USB 

in the drive. The system is not limited in terms of content or 

users meaning you can continue to expand your private 

collection as well as increase the amount of simultaneous users 

across multiple locations.  

 



 

Key Features 
 

Identical User Interface on Screen and on Tablets 

User Interface and Movie information in Russian and English 

Easy integration with existing and new systems 

One Identical Movie and Music library throughout all 

connected yachts and homes 

Play Movies and Series on TV screens or Tablets 

Brought to you by a team of Yacht entertainment specialists 

 
 

Additional Options 
 

Multi-site synchronisation  - 

Scheduled synchronisation events & 

centralised management for 

metadata 

Mobile streaming - Video 

streaming to Tablet for mobile 

viewing with automatic video 

compression to reduce resolution 

and eliminate buffering issues. 

DLNA tv support for direct and 

wireless playback on TV 

Security - Cloud space for Back-up 

and personal content in secure data 

center 

 

Your complete media 

collection available 

anytime, anywhere. 

 Fully synchronised with 

uniform control across 

multiple locations 
 

Technical Highlights 

 

Multimedia - Multiple media formats and sources 

Play back  - DVD, CD, Blu-Ray, USB, Downloaded content, 

DLNA, Airplay Chromecast, Tablet Connection 

Audio  - DTS, Dolby over HDMI, analog audio over headphone 

output 

Resolution - Full HD, 3D and 4K 

Data import  - Content management system: Disc or digital 

media (USB, HDD, web sources) import 

Multilingual - Content, on screen interface and control menu 

support  

Control - Crestron, Savant or AMX or omniyon User Interface 

App 

Design - Appealing, uniform Graphical User Interface 

Scalability - Enterprise grade system enabling massive 

scalability.  

System Architecture -  Based on commercial system architecture 

and software 

Suitability – Developed specifically for the marine and 

superyacht industry 

 

omniyon is intended for private and personal use 


